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Empowerment: Gaining self-defense skills canEmpowerment: Gaining self-defense skills canEmpowerment: Gaining self-defense skills can
empower girl students to feel more in controlempower girl students to feel more in controlempower girl students to feel more in control
and capable of protecting themselves.and capable of protecting themselves.and capable of protecting themselves.

   Physical Fitness: Karate is a form of exercisePhysical Fitness: Karate is a form of exercisePhysical Fitness: Karate is a form of exercise
that can help improve overall physical fitness,that can help improve overall physical fitness,that can help improve overall physical fitness,
including strength, flexibility, and endurance.including strength, flexibility, and endurance.including strength, flexibility, and endurance.

Self-Defense Skills: Karate teaches practicalSelf-Defense Skills: Karate teaches practicalSelf-Defense Skills: Karate teaches practical
self-defense techniques that can be used toself-defense techniques that can be used toself-defense techniques that can be used to
protect oneself in potentially dangerousprotect oneself in potentially dangerousprotect oneself in potentially dangerous
situations.situations.situations.

Confidence: Learning and mastering self-Confidence: Learning and mastering self-Confidence: Learning and mastering self-
defense skills can help boost confidence anddefense skills can help boost confidence anddefense skills can help boost confidence and
self-esteem.self-esteem.self-esteem.

Discipline and Focus: Karate requires disciplineDiscipline and Focus: Karate requires disciplineDiscipline and Focus: Karate requires discipline
and focus to master the techniques and forms,and focus to master the techniques and forms,and focus to master the techniques and forms,
which can translate to improved discipline andwhich can translate to improved discipline andwhich can translate to improved discipline and
focus in other areas of life.focus in other areas of life.focus in other areas of life.

Respect and Courtesy: Karate emphasizes theRespect and Courtesy: Karate emphasizes theRespect and Courtesy: Karate emphasizes the
importance of respect and courtesy, which canimportance of respect and courtesy, which canimportance of respect and courtesy, which can
contribute to positive relationships with others.contribute to positive relationships with others.contribute to positive relationships with others.

Stress Reduction: Exercise, including karate,Stress Reduction: Exercise, including karate,Stress Reduction: Exercise, including karate,
can help reduce stress and improve mentalcan help reduce stress and improve mentalcan help reduce stress and improve mental
health.health.health.


